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2022 So(cial) Good Design Awards

07ABOUT 
THE RGD

Through the Association of Registered Graphic Designers (the RGD), Canadian 
designers exchange ideas, educate and inspire, set professional standards and 
build a strong, supportive community dedicated to advocating for the value of design.

Representing over 4,100 design professionals, including firm owners, freelancers, 
managers, educators and students, the RGD was created in 1996 by an Act of the 
Ontario Legislature (Bill Pr 56) and is the only graphic design association in North 
America to have this type of legislation. 

The Certified RGD designation is a signal of quality and competence to the 
profession, public and government. Successful candidates have met a rigorous set 
of standards that includes documented levels of relevant, professional education 
and experience as well as competence in the areas of business, design principles, 
research, accessible design and ethics demonstrated through the successful 
completion of the RGD’s certification process.

Our vision is for a graphic design profession that is broadly valued for its 
contribution to life, commerce and society.
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09INTRODUCTION

The RGD’s So(cial) Good Design Awards is a biannual, international design 
competition that celebrates design’s undeniable power to incite meaningful action 
and make positive change.
 
Since the launch of this program in 2012, we have seen increasing complexity and 
gravity in the challenges facing our world and, at the same time, increasing interest 
from designers to use their expertise addressing some of these challenges.
 
Design firms and other forms of creative agencies that specialize in social good 
design and/or work exclusively with clients in the non-profit and government 
sectors have flourished. And at the same time, the numbers of designers working  
in these sectors as in-house designers has also dramatically increased. 
 
Our 2022 Award-winners attest to both of these trends but, additionally, recognize 
the work that traditional design firms and agencies, as well as individual designers 
and design students are doing to make a positive impact through their work. And 
this impact ranges across many areas of focus, reflected in our re-envisioned 
categories. Whether it’s related to sustainability and climate change or diversity, 
equity and inclusion, this year’s winners are contributing effective design solutions 
to the full range of social issues.
 
We congratulate all of our winners this year for the work they’ve done over a 
particularly challenging period when collaboration and consultation was in most 
cases conducted virtually and when so many organizations faced increased need 
from the communities they serve.
 
We hope these projects will inspire and also motivate you and others to use your 
powers for good and help us shape a better future for our world.
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11A NOTE  FROM OUR 
DESIGN PARTNER

If you’re reading this, chances are that you share our belief that design has the 
potential to do good. But what do we actually mean by “social good”? What is 
our role as designers in advancing social change? How is this approached from 
different perspectives around the world?

These are some of the big questions we dug into this year, alongside the broader design 
community. As part of the 2022 So(cial) Good Design Awards program, we hosted a 
series of webinars and blog interviews, encouraging critical conversation and reflection 
on what it means to do good. (See centrefold section for curated snippets.)

To bring some levity to this serious topic, the branding we designed for this year’s 
Awards is an unapologetically joyful celebration of good. Centred around a mascot 
affectionately known as Sogo, our campaign invited people to share their unique 
outlook on “social good”. Sogo, the spirited globe, is on everyone’s side—always 
seeking or celebrating good, or dancing like nobody’s watching. Our design system 
also incorporates “So Good” written in various languages with a focus on inclusivity 
to increase the international reach of the Awards.

Considering current events, the notion of celebrating moments of good feels 
especially vital right now. As I write this, there are wars raging around the world, 
we are more than two years into a global pandemic that has exposed deepening 
inequalities, and all of these deeply saddening and painful phenomena are set 
against the backdrop of a climate crisis. Design won’t save the world, but I believe 
it has the potential to help make things better. I hope that the incredible design 
projects here serve as a reminder of the progress we are making and as motivation 
to tackle what still lies ahead. 

Thank you to my amazing team for their creativity and heart, the RGD team for their 
trust, the other Awards partners who helped bring this to life, all the guests who 
generously shared in the webinars and interviews, the judges for their thoughtful 
reviews and all who participated in the Awards. 

Regardless of whether your work appears in these pages, it’s important that we all 
continue to strive to create a world that is more sustainable, more equitable, and 
more just. Sogo is cheering for you.

 
 
Jay Wall RGD 
Principal Creative Director, 
RallyRally x Briteweb
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Elizabeth Bawol 
Washington DC, USA

Andrew Boardman  
RGD, CGD 
Winnipeg, MB, Canada

Valerie Elliott  
CGD, FGDC, CERT PR 
Victoria, BC, Canada

Senior Creative Director at 
Planned Parenthood

Principal at 
Manoverboard

Managing Director at 
iD2 Communication

Elizabeth has helped shape brand stories for a broad range of companies 
and nonprofits including Amnesty International, Citi, Comcast, First 
Step, The International Youth Foundation, and Peace Corps. Her creative 
work has spanned political, advocacy and brand marketing efforts for 
audiences in Belgium, France, Germany, Nigeria, Tanzania, South Africa, 
Sierra Leone, Honduras, Vietnam, China and the US. She holds a BFA and 
Master’s from the Maryland Institute College of Art. Her teams have won 
awards from the American Advertising Association, The Webbys,  
Ad Forum, Telly and HOW.

Andrew manages Manoverboard, a purpose-driven studio in Winnipeg 
with the mission of creating a better world by design and the first 
Certified B Corporation in Manitoba. Andrew also teaches at the School 
of Art at the University of Manitoba. His research interests include the 
history of visual culture, the language of social change and the nature of 
mind. His newsletter about design and consciousness is called Gornisht. 
Andrew holds a BA from Brown and a MFA from SUNY Albany. He 
received Fulbright and NYFA fellowships.

Valerie helps business, nonprofits and students understand the value 
of sustainable communication solutions in helping us evolve. She is 
the Creative Director for iD2 Communications, Founder of the GDC’s 
Sustainability Committee and Co-founder of the Sustainable Design 
Standard. She also developed and coordinated the DesignCares 
Travelling Forum and Exhibit and is a professional member of the 
International Association of Public Participation (IAP2). Valerie loves a 
good dialogue on how we can change behaviours.
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Wendy Gray RGD 
Toronto, ON, Canada

Pinar Guvenc 
New York, NY, USA

Gillian Hickie &  
Chris Wharton 
Calgary, AB, Canada 

Founder & Creative Director of 
Gravity Inc.

Partner at 
SOUR

Co-Principals / Creative Directors of 
GOOD Company

Wendy founded Gravity Inc. in 1997, which is now a leading Toronto 
communication agency specializing in the nonprofit sector. She is an 
active contributor and past board member with the RGD, taught Design 
at both York University and George Brown College and has mentored 
countless young designers. She is immensely proud of her team who are 
multi-year recipients of the RGD’s So(cial) Good Design Awards, and who 
break new ground, surpass client expectations and make creative and 
meaningful differences every single day.

Pinar is partner at SOUR, an international, award-winning hybrid design 
studio, part-time faculty at Parsons, School of Design Strategies and 
serves on the Board of Open Style Lab, a non-profit organization initiated 
at MIT to make style accessible to people of all abilities. She created and 
teaches a strategic collaborations workshop series for Pratt Center for 
Community Development and Made in NYC initiative. She has a BSc in 
Industrial Engineering and MSc in Economics & Finance.

Gillian holds a B.Des from Alberta University of the Arts. At GOOD 
Company, she has worked for clients such as Clean Energy Canada, 
Canadian Commission for UNESCO and Children First Canada. Gillian co-
created VoteKit and acted as marketing director for Land’s End Chamber 
Ensemble. After graduating from Alberta University of the Arts, Chris 
continued his studies at the School of Visual Arts. He has worked 
in agencies in NY, Vancouver and Calgary and is passionate about 
opportunities at the intersection of design and socio-cultural growth. 
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Mike Lovas 
Toronto, ON, Canada

MB 
San Francisco, CA, USA

Emma McDonald 
Brooklyn, NY, USA

Director of Design & Innovation at 
Smart Cancer Care

Creative Director at 
Landor & Fitch

Global Head of Creative at
Purpose

In addition to being Director of Design & Innovation at the innovation 
program at Princess Margaret Cancer Centre, Mike is Design Director at 
Healthcare Human Factors, a healthcare design, strategy and usability 
consultancy based at UHN. Blending methods from service design, 
biomedical engineering and tech entrepreneurship, he drives innovation 
in a historically slow, traditional, risk-averse bureaucracy. Mike also 
lectures and advises students at OCAD U’s Design for Health Master’s 
program and U of Toronto’s Master’s of Health Informatics program.

MB (yes, just the letters) has worked with founders and communications 
and marketing executives of some of the most disruptive companies, 
helping to craft their brand strategy and visual identity. As founding 
designer at OutCast, San Francisco, she formed outlier, a creative studio 
within the company. Her clients have included Airbnb, Nest, Intuit, 
Facebook, Lyft, HBO, Spotify, Amazon and Cisco. MB has worked on end-
to-end brand creative, brand systems, social-digital experiences, brand 
campaigns, activations, launches and events for high-tech, digital brands.

At Purpose, Emma is focused on creative leadership to support 
movements that advance the fight for an open, just and habitable world. 
She’s passionate about creating thoughtful design and communications 
for impact, and has worked with partners including Everytown for Gun 
Safety, the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention, March of Dimes, 
KABOOM, United Way, the NYC Mayor’s Office of Sustainability and 
Bloomberg Philanthropies. At Purpose, she leads a multidisciplinary 
creative team across NYC, New Delhi, Sydney, London and São Paulo.
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Matthew Manos 
Los Angeles, CA, USA

Guto Novelli 
São Paulo, Brazil

Christina Rüegg Grässli 
Zürich, Switzerland

Founder & Managing Director of 
verynice

Head of Design at  
PlayKids

Creative Director at  
The New Division

verynice is a design strategy practice that gives half of its work away for 
free to non-profit organizations. verynice’s clientele includes Apple, the 
United Nations, Google and the American Heart Association. Matthew is 
the author of over 30 books and toolkits on the intersection of creativity, 
social impact and strategy. He is also an Assistant Professor of Design 
at the University of Southern California, and is currently Chair of Los 
Angeles Mayor, Eric Garcetti’s Creative Advisory Board.

Guto is a Brazilian, Advertising graduate and owner of a somewhat-
restless-creative mind. He has been a Professional Photographer, 
Photography Teacher, Art Director, UI/UX Designer, Creative Director, 
Advertising Agency Owner and more. Today, he is Head of Design at 
PlayKids, an award-winning platform that promotes child development 
for children all over the world. He is also Founder at Electric Bend, 
Founder and Artist at Goddamn Electric, Founder and Creative at Fucking 
Electric, Co-Founder and creative at FiGu, as well as a Freelancer. 

Christina holds a MFA in Design+Technology from the Parsons School 
of Design. She is Creative Director at the Stockholm-based studio 
The New Division – Agents of Sustainability, a consultancy striving to 
accelerate the transformation to a sustainable future. Christina was 
the lead designer on the design system for the 17 Global Goals, the 
UN Sustainable Development Goals, and the 169 targets. A multi-
disciplinary creative, she is comfortable working at the intersection of 
design, branding and experience. 
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Tomomi Sayuda 
Tokyo, Japan

Mel Sutjiadi RGD  
Calgary, AB, Canada

Hazel Tenefrancia 
Toronto, ON, Canada

Experience Design Director &  
Design Researcher

Founder of  
ArtOverMatter Creative

Strategic Design Lead at  
Klick Health

Tomomi acquired her MA Design Products at the Royal College of Art 
and has more than 10 years experience in various design fields. As 
a Design Researcher at DLX Design Lab at The University of Tokyo, 
Institute of Industrial Science, she leads design research and citizen 
science projects. Her design experience includes the GSM project Dubai, 
UAE and consulting at FJORD London including workshop facilitation for 
world-leading organizations. Her projects have been shown on the BBC, 
Channel 4, Frieze Art Fair, ICFF New York. 

Mel is a QTPOC multi-disciplinary creative director, graphic designer, 
illustrator, front-end developer, and educator who believes in using 
their creative power for social good. Mel is a founder of ArtOverMatter 
Creative, a creative studio who gives a damn, and one of the co-founders 
of Ripple of Change Magazine. Mel specializes in projects with a focus 
on equity, accessibility, and social impact. Outside of AOM, Mel is a 
guest speaker who shares their immigrant entrepreneurship journey and 
insights about designing for diversity, accessibility, and inclusion.

Hazel combines strategic and analytical thinking with core design 
principles to achieve specific communication goals. Over the past 
5 years, she has defined the Strategic Design craft at Klick and 
established an in-house team specializing in communication / 
presentation design, information design, data visualization and workshop 
design. Graduating cum laude from the York Sheridan Bachelor of Design 
program, Hazel has 14 years of creative agency experience, including 
retail advertising, B2B, market research and brand strategy centered in 
the healthcare and pharmaceutical space. 
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Terence Tse 
Toronto, ON, Canada

Willy Wong 
New York, NY, USA

Valérie Yobé RGD 
Chelsea, QC, Canada

Managing Director at  
Maple Diversity Communication

Creative Consultant

Associate Professor and Researcher in 
Graphic Design at ÉMI

With over 25 years of branding and design experience, Terence has 
developed many international brands. He instills a sense of trust with 
clients and uses design as a strategic tool to exceed expectations. He 
has worked with some of the world’s largest multinationals and Tier 1 
companies including Nike, Materne, Bio-K+, Scotts Miracle-Gro, Aurora 
Cannabis, ConAgra Foods, Owens Corning Canada, Johnson & Johnson, 
Kraft Foods, Mars Inc., Schick Wilkinson Sword, Royale, FortisBC, 
Glentel, HSBC, Remitly, Fruit of the Loom and LifeLabs.

Willy launched his consultancy after serving as Chief Creative Officer 
for the City of New York at NYC & Company under Mayor Bloomberg. 
Willy’s academic appointments include the MFA Design program at the 
School of Visual Arts and Pratt Institute’s Design Management graduate 
program. Willy also serves on the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s Advisory 
Committee on Cultural Engagement and as an Advisor to Times Square’s 
public art program. Willy received an MFA from Yale University and BA 
from Dartmouth College.

Valérie is a doctor in Semiology and Associate Professor and Researcher 
in graphic design at l’École multidisciplinaire de l’image (ÉMI) - University 
of Quebec in Outaouais (UQO). In 2014, she created la tribu grafik, a 
non-profit organization producing creative projects that encourage 
participants to rethink the uses of design, decompartmentalize practices 
and innovate socially and culturally. In 2017, she received a three-
year grant from Le Fonds de recherche du Québec – Société et culture 
(FRQSC), Support to research-creation, for the project «Arrêtons de 
tourner en rond», graphisme citoyen à l’école primaire.
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ARTS & 
CULTURE

Judges’ 
Picks

Quartier des Spectacles Campaign 
Compagnie et cie

Islamic Art & Material Culture  
Collaborative Identity
Mustaali Raj Prov. RGD

2022 So(cial) Good Design Awards

This category recognizes design projects that aid in 
the promotion of art and artists from sound, stage, 
and screen, from exhibition halls to public spaces.
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Winners The Fruit Machine Poster 
Chargefield

Read Up Awareness Campaign
Ramp Communications

Out On Screen:  
Organization and Festival Website 
Co-Effect Creative

Native New York Exhibit
C&G Partners



QUARTIER DES SPECTACLES 
CAMPAIGN
COMPAGNIE ET CIE

2022 So(cial) Good Design Awards

Partenariat du Quartier  
des spectacles

Montréal,  
Canada

As a central player in Montreal’s cultural scene, the Quartier des Spectacles Partnership launched a campaign 
to show its support for those affected by the shut-downs of arts and culture programming during the COVID-19 
pandemic, sending a positive message to artists and celebrating the importance of their contributions. As 
cultural spaces begin to reopen, the next phase of the campaign amplifies artists’ voices and their desire to 
reunite with the public. Portraits of 23 artists and mosaics celebrating a diverse range of talents and disciplines 
showcase the excitement around upcoming opportunities to reconnect. The campaign became a social 
movement driven by the #culturevivante hashtag, with more than 30 businesses and organizations showing  
their support and solidarity.

Art Direction & Design: 
Compagnie et Cie

Photographer: 
Maxyme G. Delisle, 
Consulat

23“With this Quartier des Spectacles campaign, I sense the unity of all 
of Montreal’s entertainers during the tough period of the pandemic. 
The colourless graphics are minimal but effective, with the 
contrasting red beating heart in each performer symbolizing their 
common desire to perform and engage with audiences now and into 
the future.”

Tomomi Sayuda

Judge’s 
Pick
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Design: 
Mustaali Raj Prov. RGD

Web Development: 
Jayme Cochrane

Strategy, Copywriting:  
Zaid Khan

ISLAMIC ART & MATERIAL CULTURE 
COLLABORATIVE IDENTITY
MUSTAALI RAJ PROV. RGD

University of TorontoVancouver,  
Canada

To present Toronto as a global destination for Islamic art and material culture, the visual identity for the IAMCC 
leveraged the city’s reputation as a diverse world leader. As the formalization of shared institutional capacity 
between academia and cultural institutions (University of Toronto, the ROM, and the Aga Khan Museum), the 
IAMCC required a design concept that would help elevate new ways of thinking with eye-catching visuals. 
Inspired by the iconic Islamic motif of the Khatam (8-pointed star), the final design represents the highest 
virtues in Islamic culture: learning, community, faith, and love of beauty. The logo draws upon and combines two 
unique strategic elements: the subject (Islamic art and material culture) and the place (Toronto) featuring the 
outline of Toronto’s own CN Tower within its core.

25“The intersection of meanings represented by IAMCC’s new identity 
is brilliant. The use of the Khatam/Khatim symbol is respectful to 
the Islamic faith, arts and culture. The nod to the city of Toronto is a 
delight, and the visual identity is well-executed on all applications.”

Mel Sutjiadi RGD

Judge’s 
Pick
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Creative Director  
& Designer: 
John Godfrey RGD

THE FRUIT MACHINE POSTER
CHARGEFIELD

SandBay EntertainmentToronto,  
Canada

The Fruit Machine is a documentary that examines the witch-hunt of homosexual public servants and military 
personnel in Canada from the 1950s through the early 1990s. The movie poster concept reflects the message 
of the film with the image of a destructive machine with a photo passing through it. The visual image of a paper 
shredder represents the idea of erasing the contributions of these individuals. The poster was enthusiastically 
received by the filmmakers and was used to garner interest for screenings on various television networks in 
Canada and abroad, raising awareness of important, little-known Canadian events affecting the LGBT community.
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Creative Director: 
David Brouitt

Strategy: 
Tina Fernandez

Art Direction and Design: 
Sheree Stephenson RGD

Copywriter: 
Jennifer Paukman

Account Supervisor: 
Dean Moore

Senior Project Manager: 
Jeff Gougeon

READ UP AWARENESS 
CAMPAIGN
RAMP COMMUNICATIONS

Literary Press GroupToronto,  
Canada

Literary Press Group required an awareness campaign to connect readers with Canadian independent 
publishers to help support the growth of Canadian literary culture amid the market domination of big-
box stores and online bookseller penetration. Using arresting origami crafted from the pages of books, 
the campaign highlights the range of unique experiences books can elicit with the words “Inspire, 
Awaken, Challenge and Provoke”. Targeted imagery reinforces the unique value that independent 
publishers bring to the literary world. The initial campaign was extended to be applied across book 
bags, bookmarks and counter displays based on the positive response from publishers and readers. 
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Web Design &  
Development: 
Co-Effect Creative

OUT ON SCREEN: ORGANIZATION 
AND FESTIVAL WEBSITE
CO-EFFECT CREATIVE

Out on Screen /  
Vancouver Queer Film Festival

Toronto,  
Canada

Out On Screen curates films that illuminate transformative moments in the lives of queer, trans, and Two Spirit 
people, convening meaningful dialogue to catalyze change locally and globally. By unifying the organization’s 
varied initiatives into one home, the updated website tells a cohesive story, improving brand recognition 
and driving fundraising efforts. The elevated online presence also helped deliver virtual experiences as an 
increasing number of audience members shifted from in-person to online engagement during the COVID-19 
pandemic. Audience surveys, working sessions with staff and sector reviews of related organizations informed 
the creation of a dynamic, accessible and easy to manage website that reflects the relevancy, energy and 
notoriety of this long-standing organization. 
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Design: 
C&G Partners

NATIVE NEW YORK EXHIBIT
C&G PARTNERS

Smithsonian Institution – National  
Museum of the American Indian

New York, 
United States

“Native New York” is a long-term exhibition with special emphasis on reaching local students with 
content to meet NY State curriculum standards. The exhibit is a walk-in graphic novel that follows 
a 400-mile path across five centuries. Custom illustrations were commissioned from Native graphic 
novel creators, paired with hands-on touchable elements drawn from each story. Illustrations cover 
traditional craft, the myth of the “purchase” of Manhattan, and the intricacies of the 17th-century 
fur-trade economy. The “trail markers” at each exhibit carry the title of the location depicted, both 
the official modern one and the actual Native name of the site. The exhibition has received favourable 
reviews and has received a Graphic Design USA Design Award. 



CIVIL &
HUMAN 
RIGHTS

Judges’ 
Picks

Uncomfortable Truth
TAXI

2022 So(cial) Good Design Awards

This category recognizes design projects that aim 
to protect, defend and advance all people’s political 
and social freedoms and equality (especially among 
groups that have been historically under-represented 
and underserved), or projects focused on preventing 
and relieving human suffering (including ongoing 
systemic issues).
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Winners Protests and Pedagogy Event Material 
LOKI

Canadian Perspectives Impact Report
Field Trip & Co

Global Communities Rebrand 
Briteweb

Path through Homelessness Campaign
BM Dodo Strategic Design
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Managing Director:  
Lizzie Dabous 

Executive Creative Director:  
James Sadler 

Creative Director /  
Senior Writer:  
Mike Houldsworth 

Senior Integrated Producer: 
Scott Polzen 

Production Artist:  
Carl DeVouge 

Group Account Director: 
Emily Kozniuk 

Account Director:  
Ruan van Gend 

Human Rights Foundation: 
President: 
Céline Assaf Boustani

Creative Director:  
Mariana Bernardez

Senior Strategy &  
Research Associate:  
Jenny Wang

UNCOMFORTABLE TRUTH
TAXI

The Human Rights FoundationVancouver, 
Canada

The Human Rights Foundation needed a disruptive, culturally relevant idea to help raise awareness of the 
fashion industry’s complicity in the kidnapping, torture, and genocide of an entire culture. Capitalizing on public 
attention surrounding ads for a Yeezy/Gap blue puffer jacket, the campaign used the same simple design 
approach to show the blue prison jumpsuit worn by Uyghur people trapped in forced labour camps in Xinjiang, 
China. New Yorkers desperate for the next Yeezy drop rushed to scan the QR code, which directed them to a 
landing page with information about the issue and how to take action. While in market, the campaign saw a 
631% increase in visits to the website over 72 hours, over 91K social media impressions, and upwards of  
7.15 million earned media impressions.

33“We applaud this project for identifying what was exciting and relevant 
to the public, then responding quickly to draw awareness to a social 
problem. It was a very effective campaign due to this clever idea, the 
element of surprise, and the methods of execution.”

Gillian Hickie

“Everything came together wonderfully in this one. We were so impressed 
by this team’s ability to spot an amazing (but very fleeting!) opportunity 
and seize on it with such an intelligent, surprising, well-executed and 
ultimately impactful campaign.”  

Chris Wharton

“Really loved the concept and execution of this work. It would’ve been 
even stronger with a clear call to action for the audience.”

Emma McDonald

Judges’ 
Picks
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Art Direction &  
Graphic Design:  
Kevin Yuen Kit Lo

PROTESTS AND PEDAGOGY 
EVENT MATERIAL
LOKI

Protests and Pedagogy 
Conference

Montréal,  
Canada

The Protests and Pedagogy Conference commemorates one of the most significant Black student protests in 
North American history. In 1969, Caribbean students called out discriminatory practices at Sir George Williams 
University (now Concordia University), before occupying the computer centre for two weeks. The conference 
interrogates the legacy of this event and its connection to current struggles around Black liberation and 
education. Working with archival material, the design uses a bold black and white typographic approach to 
emphasize the dates of the conference and the occupation. A cohesive visual language connects all supporting 
materials for the event and was also applied to the book design for The Fire That Time, a publication that grew 
out of the conference.
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Creative Director:  
Alison Garnett RGD

Art Director:  
Joyce Dang

Designers:  
Clare Chow, Natalie  
Kilimnik Prov. RGD

Illustrator:  
Natalie Kilimnik Prov. RGD

CANADIAN PERSPECTIVES  
IMPACT REPORT
FIELD TRIP & CO

Council of CanadiansToronto,  
Canada

The annual report from The Council of Canadians required a refreshed look and feel to attract new 
members and represent the depth and breadth of the organization to its donors. The traditional 
masthead and grid layout maintains the grassroots foundation of the brand, while updated colours and 
typography help breathe new life into the document and draw attention to the impact of the stories. 
Collages were created using community photos in duotone colours and textures. This year, the Council 
of Canadians solicited their largest amount of mail-in donations using the impact report tear-out form.
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Designers:  
David Arias,  
Mitch Lenton 

Strategists:  
Jonathan Sy,  
Geoffrey Daniel,  
Rachel Segal 

Copywriter:  
Saori Ishida and  
Global Communities 

Web Developers:  
Gaelen Norman,  
Scott Harmer,  
Vincent Ly,  
Sergey Nosenko,  
Lindsay Stewart,  
Vincent Tran,  
Ynah Pantig 

Project Managers:  
Andrew McKillop,  
Amy McLeod

33 / 35GLOBAL COMMUNITIES DESIGN GUIDELINES ICONOGRAPHY

Humanitarian Response

Emergency Response

Building Resilience

Protection

Sustainable Development

Resilience

Economic Opportunity

Health

Gender Equality & Social 
Inclusion

Positive Youth Development

Governance

Financial Inclusion

The Vitas Group

Loan Guarantee Facilities

Expanding Economic 
Opportunity

Design Note

When scaling icons (larger or 
smaller) apply the same scale 
percentage proportions to 
each icon in order to maintain a 
cohesive line width for each and 
every icon here.

Design 
Guidelines
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DM Sans Type Family
3 Weights, 6 Styles

Upper Case
Tracking: 50

Sentence Case & Title Case
Tracking: 5 (Large)/25 (Small)

AaBbCc
1234
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNO
PQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopq
rstuvwxyz 1234567890

globalcommunities.org

COMPANY TYPEFACE

74K
We developed over 340 public-private 

partnerships and trained more than 
74,000 people to help them improve their 

livelihoods.

Our Impact
—

By The Numbers

In 2020 we loaned or facilitated 
103,058 loans worth over $502,533,000 
to entrepreneurs, homeowners and 
small and medium enterprises. In 
comparison to the previous year, this is 
a 29% increase from the previous year.

2019—$428 Million

2020—$502 Million

Partnering with
communities
globally to enable
them to direct their
own development
for a sustainable
future.

$502M

$428M
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Color Codes 
& Formulas

PRINT 

BERRY BLUE
C:100 M:90 Y:0 K:40

WEB

#112369
R:17 G:35 B:105

PRIMARY

PRINT 

SKY BLUE
C:100 M:60 Y:0 K:0

WEB

#0066B3
R:0 G:102 B:179

PRIMARY

PRINT 

GLACIER BLUE
C:55 M:0 Y:14 K:0

WEB

#65CADA
R:101 G:202 B:218

PRIMARY

PRINT 

GRASS GREEN
C:100 M:0 Y:100 K:10

WEB

#00984A
R:0 G:152 B:74

PRIMARY

PRINT 

PEAR GREEN
C:50 M:0 Y:100 K:0

WEB

#8DC63F
R:141 G:198 B:63

PRIMARY

PRINT 

SUNSET YELLOW
C:0 M:50 Y:100 K:0

WEB

#F7941D
R:247 G:148 B:29

SECONDARY

PRINT 

SUNRISE YELLOW
C:0 M:17 Y:50 K:0

WEB

#FFD58E
R:255 G:213 B:142

SECONDARY

PRINT 

TEAL LAKE
C:100 M:20 Y:30 K:10

WEB

#00879E
R:0 G:135 B:158

SECONDARY

PRINT 

BLACK
C:0 M:0 Y:0 K:100

WEB

#000000
R:0 G:0 B:0

PRINT 

WHITE
C:0 M:0 Y:0 K:0

WEB

#FFFFFF
R:255 G:255 B:255
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One way to add a branded element to our photography is 
to use the circle shape, that's representative of the globe, 
a circle of people, or communities that we serve. The circle 
acts as a lens, housing images that are representative of the 
work we do across the globe.

We've also created organic and curvilinear shapes as a way 
to generate a more friendly and approachable visual tone 
for our brand. These organic shapes can also house imagery 
as shown in the front and back cover of this document. 
However, these shapes can also house the dot matrix 
textures and patterns shown throughout this document. This 
dot matrix is representative of the environment or context in 
which something such as a society develops and grows. 

The textures and patterns can be flexible when layering 
and laying out graphical content for both print and web 
mediums. A set of these organic shapes and the dot matrix 
pattern have been supplied in separate Illustrator EPS and AI 
files for your convenience and ease of application.

Graphic Elements
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A picture is worth a thousand words. At Global Communities, 
photography is integral to what we do. Make sure the 
photography you choose speaks to the diverse communities 
and global regions we serve. Professional, natural tones are 
hallmarks of our photography style. 

Choose photography that is genuine, authentic, professional, 
inspiring, and of high-resolution. The best photos use 
engaging compositions and a well considered depth of 
field in context to the photo's subject. We recommend 
photography that focuses on the subject (a sharp 
foreground) and a blurred background or vice versa to avoid 
visual noise, clutter, or visually busy images. Less is more.

Select photography that convey a sense of community, 
people working together in the various regions, that tell 
impactful stories of the important work being done, imagery 
that shows optimism, positive action, passion, and pride.

Avoid using low-resolution imagery, poor photo angles, 
unprofessional photos taken on a mobile phone, and 
cropping images in a way that obscures the subject matter. 
In the next page you'll find some license-free images we 
have gathered to provide you with an idea of what style to 
aim for when sourcing and using imagery.

Photography
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Humanitarian Response

Emergency Response

Building Resilience

Protection

Sustainable Development

Resilience

Economic Opportunity

Health

Gender Equality & Social 
Inclusion

Positive Youth Development

Governance

Financial Inclusion

The Vitas Group

Loan Guarantee Facilities

Expanding Economic 
Opportunity

Design Note

When scaling icons (larger or 
smaller) apply the same scale 
percentage proportions to 
each icon in order to maintain a 
cohesive line width for each and 
every icon here.

GLOBAL COMMUNITIES  
REBRAND
BRITEWEB

Global CommunitiesVancouver / Toronto,  
Canada

A newly-unified organization combining the efforts of Project Concern International and Global Communities 
required an updated visual identity to represent alignment, while also honouring the individual milestones of 
each organization. The updated logo maintains the brand equity of Global Communities with a refreshed look 
and feel to simplify the visual and achieve a more modern, streamlined effect. The circular arrow lines suggest 
renewal and change. Organic and curvilinear shapes help emphasize a friendly and approachable visual tone. 
Custom iconography indicates the different areas of expertise within the categories of Humanitarian Response 
(yellow), Sustainable Development (blue), and Financial Inclusion (green). The result is a thoughtful visual 
identity that reflects the newly united organization, and an annual report which marries the stories of two 
organizations into a seamless interactive experience.
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Creative Director:  
Brian Dodo RGD

Designer:  
Jen Cameron

Photographer:  
Bernard Clark

PATH THROUGH  
HOMELESSNESS CAMPAIGN
BM DODO STRATEGIC DESIGN

United Way KFL&A and  
City of Kingston

Kingston,  
Canada

To help destigmatize homelessness and communicate the complexities that supportive housing 
organizations face when assisting clients, the campaign uses pathways to represent individuals’ 
stories. The timeline format emphasizes how earlier experiences affect later ones, with illustrations 
of key life moments to show how they impact each person’s trajectory. The design is overlaid on a 
photograph of the storyteller to show the real person behind the story. The final colour bar indicates 
the current situation for each storyteller and where they are in their journey to find housing. In 
addition to the public launch, the campaign has been shared with additional Kingston organizations 
to be circulated to their membership, and has resulted in increased traffic to the resources section on 
the Path Home Kingston website. 



DIVERSITY,
EQUITY &
INCLUSION

Judge’s 
Pick Micropedia of Microaggressions 

Zulu Alpha Kilo
2022 So(cial) Good Design Awards

This category recognizes design projects that  
support, protect, represent and uplift  
underrepresented groups of people. 
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Winners The Progress Heart 
ATB Financial

LIKEHOME Book
Laura Della Scala Prov. RGD

Manitoba Studio Fund Website 
Manoverboard

Out at Home Video
Forge Media + Design

25 Years of Tuktut Nogait (Nurrait)  
National Park
Inuvialuit Communications Society (ICS)

Clayton Community Centre 
Wayfinding & Signage
hcma

Can’t Read, Can’t Write, 
Here’s My Book
Kaila Jacques
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Chief Creative Officer: 
Zak Mroueh  

Head of Design / Executive  
Creative Director: Stephanie Yung

Executive Creative Director: 
Christina Yu  

Art Director: 
Andrea Por  

Writer: 
Christina Roche  

Design Director: 
Jeff Watkins  

Designer: 
Zoe Kim  

UX/UI Designer: 
Damian Simev  

Account Team:
Rob Feightner, Karla Ramirez,
Michael Brathwaite
  
Partners: 
Black Business & Professional 
Association, Canadian Congress 
on Inclusive Diversity and Work-
place Equity, Diversity Institute, 
Ryerson University, Pride at Work 
Canada

MICROPEDIA OF  
MICROAGGRESSIONS
ZULU ALPHA KILO 

Black Business and Professional  
Association, et al.  

Toronto,  
Canada

To highlight common microaggressions and encourage self-awareness to prevent them, The Micropedia 
provides an ever-growing resource with definitions, information and real-world examples from culture, media 
and daily interactions. Each entry explains how a specific microaggression is harmful in an easy-to -understand, 
judgment-free way. Users are invited to contribute their own experiences and use it as a go-to tool for 
supporting training and education. Diversity, Equity and Inclusion organizations behind the initiative partnered 
to develop relevant content and share the resource through their channels. The project was quickly picked up by 
local and international press, engaging users from over 115 countries with no paid media. The Micropedia is now 
being used in corporations, institutions, and organizations around the world with the tool featured on resource 
pages for universities, hospital networks, government bodies, media companies and global businesses.

41“Social change is part education and part motivation. The Micropedia 
of Microaggressions creates a platform for both and allows for growth 
as common knowledge becomes democratized on the website. It is 
functional, mobile-forward and fluidly seamless in the sharing of 
knowledge through its user-friendly interface which beckons for 
exploration of the content. Search by category or simply type in a few 
words and they are delivered to you with meaning and purpose. It is in 
itself a modern-day reflection tool of thoughts, feelings and emotions.”

Terence Tse

Judge’s 
Pick
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Marketing Manager:  
Tianna Sterling

Communications Manager: 
Tia Hagen

Graphic Designer:  
Laura Erickson

Art Director:  
Eldon Kymson

Copywriter:  
Jennifer Manning

Photographer:  
Steph Hansen

THE PROGRESS HEART
ATB FINANCIAL

ATB FinancialEdmonton,  
Canada

In support of Calgary Pride, ATB gave back to the community through collaborations with local businesses Local 
Laundry and Monogram Coffee. Design components included stickers and social posts, all of which featured the 
Progress Heart. Designed as a symbol of greater inclusivity and a community-first attitude, the Progress Heart 
is accessible to all regardless of age, gender or orientation. A limited edition Pride crewneck was delivered with 
the message: “You already wear Pride close to your heart, and this shirt seals the deal. Thank you for standing 
with us in support of LGBTIQ2S+ people during Pride month, and every month.” Proceeds supported the Centre 
for Sexuality, specifically the Gay Straight Alliances (GSA) programming.
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Book Design &  
Illustrations:  
Laura Della Scala  
Prov. RGD

LIKEHOME BOOK
LAURA DELLA SCALA PROV. RGD

COSTIToronto,  
Canada

For new and existing international students integrating into Canadian society, this book provides 
information about the impact of culture shock and tools for reflection and self-analysis to assist with 
cultural adaptation challenges. Colourful, friendly tones help communicate positivity, which is 
reinforced by the wordmark “LIKEHOME” and the tagline “Learn Reflect Live”. Using clear, organized 
design and engaging illustrations, the 120-page resource is both easy to understand and enjoyable to read. 
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Website: 
Manoverboard 

Identity: 
Brandish

MANITOBA STUDIO FUND
WEBSITE
MANOVERBOARD

Manitoba Studio FundWinnipeg,  
Canada

Seven studios, agencies and designers in Manitoba formed the Manitoba Studio Fund by partnering with the 
GDC Foundation. Each design partner annually contributes funds towards a scholarship for graphic design 
students who are Black, Indigenous, or of colour in Manitoba, offering paid internships and distributing $4,000 
per year between two students from Red River College and the University of Manitoba. Through strong, 
compelling visuals, the site promotes the uniqueness and importance of the fund. The founders hope it will also 
encourage other designers, studios and agencies to take action and consider creating scholarships for BIPOC 
design students. The website helped to propel the scholarship forward in its first year and highlighted the 
Manitoba design's community commitment to social change and giving back. 
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Director /  
Creative Direction:  
Laurence Roberts 

Screenwriters:  
Alisa Grigorovich,  
Siobhan Margaret 
Churchill, Jessica Boulé, 
Laurence Roberts 

Project Manager / 
Director of Photography:  
Ivan Padilla 

Editing:  
Ivan Padilla,  
Laurence Roberts 

Design:  
Niël Havemann RGD,  
Mark Collantes 

Composers:  
Bryce Mitchell,  
Keegan Jessamy

OUT AT HOME VIDEO
FORGE MEDIA + DESIGN

University Health Network, University  
of Guelph and Western University

Toronto,  
Canada

‘Out at Home’ is an educational video designed to address a gap in formal education provided to 
nurses, personal social workers and other home care providers, highlighting specific needs, fears 
and struggles that may be faced by aging LGBTQ+ individuals. Using a combination of documentary 
filmmaking, dramatization and interviews with community members and care workers, the compelling 
20-minute training video provides a positive, educational and informative resource. Branding for the 
project provided cohesion and clarity of information, delivering a polish for the final product that could 
be extended to websites and print collateral. The video has been used for in-person presentations to 
agencies and institutions in home care, and will be rolled out online with more information and resources. 
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Editorial Team:  
Tracey Wolki, Jason Lau, Lexis 
McDonald, Stephanie Yuill

ICS Manager:  
Tamara Voudrach

Storytellers:  
Colleen Arnison, Mataya Gillis,  
Peter Green, Noel Green, Ruben 
Green, Lisa Hodgetts, Steve 
Illasiak, Rose Kirby, Bill Kudlak, 
Muffa Kudlak, Paden Lennie, 
Kate Leonard, Sadie Lester, 
Natasha Lyons, Lexis McDonald, 
Jonah Nakimayak, Herbert 
Nakimayak, Tom Nesbitt, Ashley 
Piskor, Edward Ruben, Chris 
Ruben, Craig Ruben, Donna 
Ruben, Mark Ruben, Jr., Albert 
Ruben, Sr., Ray Ruben, Sr., 
Lanita Thrasher, Tracey Wolki, 
Frances Wolki, Brianna Wolki, 
Marlene Wolki, Esther Wolki, 
Stephanie Yuill

Artists:  
Hayleigh Conway (Special 
Edition Tuktut Nogait National 
Park map), Lung Liu, Logan 
Ruben 

Sallirmiutun Consultants: 
Beverly Amos, Albert Elias 

Interviewer:  
Lily Ann Green

Photographer:  
Sandra Thrasher

25 YEARS OF TUKTUT NOGAIT 
(NURRAIT) NATIONAL PARK
INUVIALUIT COMMUNICATIONS SOCIETY (ICS)

Tusaayaksat Magazine & Parks Canada  
(Western Arctic Field Unit)

Inuvik,  
Canada

In Summer 2021, Tusaayaksat Magazine, published by the Inuvialuit Communications Society (ICS), partnered 
with Parks Canada (Western Arctic Field Unit) to create a special issue publication to celebrate the 25th 
anniversary of Tuktut Nogait (Nurrait) National Park. Tuktut Nurrait (Sallirmiutun for “young caribous”) was 
created to protect traditional Inuvialuit (Western Arctic Inuit) cultural and ecological resources, such as the 
Bluenose West caribou herd and its calving grounds. As a substantial archive of oral histories, life stories, 
Inuvialuit and scientific knowledge, photographs, and artwork about the park since time immemorial, this 
project aims to celebrate and reaffirm Inuvialuit ownership, pride, and connection with their ancestral lands. 
The publication features “25 Faces for 25 Years”, including profiles of individuals involved in the park, or who 
are descendants of its original negotiators. 2,800 copies were printed and distributed to Inuvialuit Beneficiaries 
all over the world, Parks Canada employees, and bookstores across Canada, in addition to online editions on 
Apple Books and Google Play Books. In the spirit of Truth & Reconciliation, the final design product incited and 
prompted a legislative process for the correction of the park’s name at a federal level.
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Partner in Charge: 
Melissa Higgs 

Project Architect:  
Aiden Callison 

Architect:  
Jessika MacDonald 

Wayfinding &  
Signage Lead:  
Bonnie Retief 

Designer:  
Alberto Boulón 

Photography: 
Various (hcma,  
Doublespace)

CLAYTON COMMUNITY CENTRE 
WAYFINDING & SIGNAGE
HCMA

City of SurreyVancouver,  
Canada

The Clayton Community Centre serves a range of cultures, socio-economic backgrounds and 
generations, bringing recreation, library, arts and park services together in one building. Architects 
and environmental graphic designers worked together to explore how the design concept of ‘a 
forest for everyone’ could be brought to life. The result is a calm, neutral space where splashes of 
forest green demarcate points of interest. Pictograms are designed to complement the typeface 
and the angles of the building’s intricate timber-grid roof structure, the ‘forest canopy’. Inclusive 
principles underpin every design decision, including visual contrast for improved navigation and 
depth perception, raised letters and braille for signage and universal washrooms. Colour, texture, 
typography, icons, positioning and materiality combine to achieve a cohesive language throughout  
the facility and effectively serve its diverse community. 
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Author: 
Michael Jacques 

Editor:  
Meghan Greeley 

Book Design:  
Kaila Jacques &  
Chris Barbas

Illustrations: 
Kaila Jacques, Flavia 
López, Raylene Knutson, 
Mariana Nemer, Katherine 
Ross, Ben Lory, Adrian 
Forrow, Tristan Marantos, 
Odran McAtamney and 
Chris Barbas 

CAN’T READ, CAN’T WRITE, 
HERE’S MY BOOK
KAILA JACQUES

Michael JacquesWelland,  
Canada

Written using speech-to-text technology, Michael Jacques’ autobiography speaks about growing up with autism 
and an intellectual disability. Designed by his sister, the book acts as a tool to support his message and provide 
visual cues to help share his story and inspire others. The design is simple, highly visual and systematic. Each 
of the 10 chapters begins with an illustration which provides a visual cue for Michael to follow. The large type 
throughout the book allows images to be scattered alongside the words to guide the narrative. Michael’s book 
has sold over 18,000 copies since 2018 and has become an important resource for conversations about diversity 
and inclusion. It is used for curriculum in some schools across Canada, helping to improve students’ experiences 
and teach others how to include and respect children who are different.



EDUCATION

Judges’ 
Picks

Orders of Sacrifice Campaign 
Zulu Alpha Kilo

This category recognizes design projects that  
support learning and self-improvement.

2022 So(cial) Good Design Awards

Canadian Healthy Schools Alliance Brand 
RallyRally

Office of Indigenous Initiatives 
Annual Report
Fresh Art & Design Inc.

Geminai Rising: Virtual Learning
Experience 
DDB Canada

Winners

51
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Chief Creative Officer: 
Zak Mroueh

Executive Creative Director: 
Brian Murray

Art Directors: 
Vic Bath, Michael Romaniuk

Copywriters:  
Dan Cummings,  
Marco Buchar

Design Director:
Dejan Djuric

Designer: 
Jackman Chiu

Agency Producer: 
Tim Lynch

Account Team:  
David Tremblay, Samantha 
Tang, Rob Feightner

Clients:  
Yvonne Ziomecki, Vivianne 
Gauci, Erin Wilson, Niary 
Toodakian, Sonia Gill  

ORDERS OF SACRIFICE
CAMPAIGN
ZULU ALPHA KILO 

HomeEquity Bank / 
Royal Canadian Legion 

Toronto,  
Canada

To reinforce the significance of November 11th as a day for honouring veterans and drive awareness and 
support among younger generations, this campaign recreated historically accurate rations kits consumed by 
soldiers during the Second World War. Distributed via food delivery service DoorDash, each kit included a QR 
code navigating to an unboxing video featuring commentary from veterans. A Second World War historian 
consulted on each item in the kit to ensure its accuracy. Kits were priced at $100 to commemorate 100 years of 
Remembrance Day, with all proceeds supporting veterans. The campaign generated significant broadcast and 
online media coverage across Canada with over 5.4 million media impressions. As part of HEB’s Remembrance 
Day activities, the campaign helped raise over $458,000 in individual donations for veterans and their families. 

53“Beyond the handsome packaging design and clever distribution strategy, 
I appreciate the evocative, multi-modal storytelling. Each item in the 
food ration kit gave us another moment of understanding, brought us 
closer to history, as well as to the veterans who lived through it.”

Willy Wong

“A well rounded project with a strong concept and a consciousness 
of how we can share our history with a younger generation. The actual  
kit reenacts a dark reality with a strong visual impact. With our present 
darkened by the events in Ukraine, the project seems to be even  
more relevant.”

Valerie Yobé RGD

Judges’ 
Picks
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Creative Director:  
Jay Wall RGD

Designer:  
Mustaali Raj Prov. RGD

Web Developer:  
Fraser Page

Strategist & Copywriter: 
Adjacent Possibilities 
(Scott Baker)

CANADIAN HEALTHY SCHOOLS 
ALLIANCE BRAND
RALLYRALLY

Canadian Healthy Schools AllianceToronto, 
Canada

To position the Canadian Healthy Schools Alliance as a credible source of knowledge and inspiration, the 
network of organizations required a visual identity that would resonate in both government and school settings. 
Inspired by the iconic lines of ruled notebooks, the visual approach establishes a professional tone and 
incorporates elements of the mid-century signage that appears on school buildings across Canada. Graphic 
elements interact with photography of diverse school communities to create a visual system that evokes 
trust, expertise, and professionalism. A custom bilingual website offers more information and a call to action, 
with a curated list of school health resources. Brand guidelines and strategic recommendations for ongoing 
communications were also provided to continue mobilizing knowledge in support of healthy schools. 
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Creative Directors:  
Dean Mitchell RGD & 
Susan Mitchell

Design:  
Christine Chiou

Photography:  
Stef+Ethan (Stefanie 
Neves, Ethan Mitchell)

OFFICE OF INDIGENOUS 
INITIATIVES ANNUAL REPORT
FRESH ART & DESIGN INC.

University of TorontoToronto,  
Canada

The report celebrates the achievements of noteworthy educators, projects and events of the past 
year. Portrait photography was commissioned, making it stand out from similar publications in the 
category, which are often text-heavy with limited art, or stock photography. Working within existing 
brand guidelines, a clean, contemporary treatment elevates the design. The colour orange figures 
prominently in the wrap-around cover and throughout the pages. It was added to the colour palette to 
honour the thousands of Indigenous children who died while attending residential schools in Canada. 
This became worldwide news with the discovery of unmarked graves in 2021. At the client’s request, 
we are currently designing their 2020-2021 edition.
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Creative Direction:  
Eva Polis 

Design Direction:  
Howard Poon RGD

Art Direction:  
Matthew Cabaj 

Design:  
Matthew Cabaj, Paulina Van 
Vliet, Ray Dak Lam, Tyler Balser

Script: Derrick Johnson 

Strategy: Geoff Grimble 

Digital Strategist:   
Kate Leadbeater 

Account Lead: Martha Jamieson 

Project Manager:   
Neha Kumari 

Development: 
Dustin English, Bart Nagel 

Technical Direction: 
Justin MacLeod 

User Experience: 
Matthew Cabaj & Nina Belovic 

Video Production:  
Cory John 

Audio Production: Matthew 
Cabaj & Koko Productions 

Illustration:  
Sean Vo, Grady Frederick 

Animation:  
Sequence Group

I N T E R A C T I V E  C L A S S R O O M  C O O P E R A T I O N

G A M E  E N V I R O N M E N T S

GEMINAI RISING: VIRTUAL 
LEARNING EXPERIENCE
DDB CANADA 

Alberta Health ServicesEdmonton,  
Canada

Developed for kids in grades 7-9 in Alberta, Canada, this virtual learning experience is based on modules 
designed to create an engaging experience that would feel like a game. Through play, kids are empowered to 
think for themselves, make good decisions in high-pressure situations, handle intense group interactions and 
stand up for their choices. A combination of graphics and live-action is used to appeal to a tech-first generation 
and create a more immersive environment. The game received approval and praise from public health and 
education representatives ahead of moving into the pilot stage. Observations from teachers and focus group 
feedback has shown a positive impact on critical thinking skills that kids can carry over into their lives as they 
grow and mature.

CONVERSATIONS ABOUT  
DESIGN AND SOCIAL GOOD
What do we mean by “social good”? What’s the role of design in supporting social causes? How might we do 
better through the design process itself? As part of this year’s Awards program, we held a series of webinars 
hosted by RallyRally and Briteweb’s Principal Creative Director, Jay Wall RGD, exploring this complex topic. 

As we wrap up the 2022 So(cial) Good Design Awards, RGD is providing access to video recordings of the 
full webinar series. The following spread features select quotes as a glimpse into these conversations.

View all webinars: rgd.ca/sogood-webinars

So Good. So What? 
December 2, 2021
 
An international panel unpacks 
the term “social good design”, 
shares their unique perspectives 
and shows concrete examples of 
how designers can help create 
positive change. Panelists: Pali 
Palavathanan, Co-Founder & 
Creative Director at TEMPLO; 
Deroy Peraza, Partner & Creative 
Director at Hyperakt; Christina 
Rüegg Grässli, Creative Director 
at The New Division; Mel Sutjiadi 
RGD, Founder & Creative Director 
at ArtOverMatter. 

Not Good Enough
January 19, 2022

A candid discussion on 
design and social justice with 
Kevin Yuen Kit Lo, Principal 
& Creative Director at LOKI, 
featuring highlights from 
participation in activist 
communities and reflections 
on the language of socially-
engaged design.

From Social Good  
to Design Justice 
April 6, 2022
 
A presentation by Victoria 
Barnett of the Design Justice 
Network on how to improve 
the design process for social 
change, with an introduction 
to the concept of design 
justice and the 10 design 
justice principles.



GOOD 
WORDS

“With design we can raise 
awareness for specific issues 
and foster communication 
around important topics by 
making complex information 
more accessible. In the end, we 
just hope that people do the 
best they can to make things 
for positive change happen. We 
can’t control them but we can try 
to inspire them to take action."

Christina Rüegg Grässli 
Creative Director,  
The New Division

“We approach this work from a 
perspective of wanting to be 
productive members of society 
and wanting to help push the 
conversation forward. We don’t 
approach it from a black-and-
white perspective; there is no 
right answer or wrong answer 
or a perfect solution. Our role 
is to help the people doing the 
work and support them along 
the way."

Deroy Peraza
Partner & Creative Director, 
Hyperakt

“We are providing organizations 
with the tools to keep on doing 
amazing things. We help facilitate 
communication with specific 
communities. To us, social good 
design means projects that 
give voice to minority groups, to 
people you might not have heard 
from before."

Mel Sutjiadi RGD
Founder & Creative Director, 
ArtOverMatter Creative

2022 So(cial) Good Design Awards

CONVERSATIONS 
ABOUT DESIGN 
AND SOCIAL GOOD

“For designers to get closer to 
the dialogue we want to be a 
part of, rather than just making 
something look nice before 
it goes out into the world, our 
focus needs to be on longevity. 
That’s the only way I can see 
how change happens."

Pali Palavathanan 
Co-Founder & Creative Director, 
TEMPLO

“We’re all coming at this from 
different points, different 
intersections of privilege and 
oppression. So the notion of 
what is good is going to be 
constantly fluctuating. But 
if we can acknowledge that 
positioning and be clear about 
it, that’s when things start to 
get interesting.”

Kevin Yuen Kit Lo 
Principal & Creative Director, 
LOKI

“In a conventional design 
process, the benefits of that 
process tend to go toward 
those who already have more 
power and the harms tend to 
go toward those who have less 
power. Design justice centers 
people who are too often 
marginalized or overlooked in 
a design process.”

Victoria Barnett 
International Network 
Coordinator, 
Design Justice Network



HEALTH, 
WELL-
BEING &
SAFETY

Judges’ 
Picks Daymark Foundation Brand & Website 

RallyRally x Briteweb

Operation Neighbourgood Campaign
Field Trip & Co

Tough Turban
Zulu Alpha Kilo

2022 So(cial) Good Design Awards

This category recognizes design projects that raise 
awareness, fundraise, and/or research for particular 
health risks, diseases, or conditions and/or promote 
fitness and health. 

Winners The Connecting Guide 
1dea Design + Media Inc.

Meet Your Heart Educational Resource
Fiveight Design

Closer to Home Rebranding & Website
Strut

The Children’s Place  
Experience Design
HOK

Stollery: Tomorrow & Today Campaign 
Sticks & Stones

World Ovarian Cancer Day  
2021 Campaign
Haft2

Food is Our Medicine Learning Series 
RallyRally x Briteweb

Quarantine Advent Calendar
District Design Co.

Dreams Wall & Memory Koi:  
A Set of Digital Experiences
C&G Partners

61
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Creative Director  
& Designer:  
Kaila Jacques 

Creative Directors  
& Copywriters:  
Jay Wall RGD,  
Rodrigo Calderon 

Motion Designer:  
Adam Bischoff 

Web Developers:  
Fraser Page,  
Wayne Pelletier

Project Manager:  
Tashonta Fairman 

Portrait Photographer: 
Worker Bee Supply
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Women’s Mental Health Bipolar Disorder

Our Approach

Priority Areas

Think Systemically Play the Long Game Unblinkered Funding Engage Meaningfully Learn and Reflect Measure Impact

Sunburst

Daymark 
Foundation

Logo

Symbol

DAYMARK FOUNDATION  
BRAND & WEBSITE
RALLYRALLY X BRITEWEB 

Daymark FoundationVancouver / Toronto, 
Canada

As a new organization with ambitions to become leaders of change, the Daymark Foundation required a strong 
visual identity, brand messaging, and website. The name “Daymark” implies the foundation’s role in navigating 
toward solutions for how we address mental health in Canada and called for an identity that evokes a sense 
of both optimism and rigour. The logo contains a bright sunburst paired with a warm, confident typeface and 
is complemented by messaging about “championing brighter, bolder, more human solutions to improve mental 
health.” The website, brand guidelines and marketing collateral equipped the Daymark team with a dynamic 
toolkit to action their marketing strategy. The cohesive brand system successfully attracted project partners 
and funding recipients, and the website has been an effective catalyst for communicating the organization’s 
credibility as an emerging leader in mental health innovation. 
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63“This was a fresh, tonally appropriate and creative solution for the 
Daymark Foundation brand. This felt warm, welcoming and inviting,  
and the colour theory reinforced the meaning of the brand.”

Elizabeth Bawol

Judge’s 
Pick
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Creative Director:  
Alison Garnett RGD

Art Director: 
Joyce Dang

Motion Designer:  
Natalie Kilimnik Prov. RGD

Writer:  
Brad Myers

Photographer:  
Lorne Bridgman

OPERATION NEIGHBOURGOOD 
CAMPAIGN
FIELD TRIP & CO

Michael Garron Hospital FoundationToronto, 
Canada

To combat a common perception that hospitals are big, unknowable and detached institutions, the campaign 
needed to inspire a shift in thinking and reinforce the idea of neighbours working together to build a stronger, 
healthier community. “Join the NEIGHBOURGOOD” has become a rallying cry for supporting an important cause 
in East Toronto, shining a spotlight on the community movement. The six-week campaign launched at the end 
of October 2021 and included a mix of out-of-home, TSA, print, and digital/social media, targeted at those 
living in East Toronto who have had interactions with Michael Garron Hospital. With the community’s continued 
support of their redevelopment, Michael Garron Hospital has made remarkable progress in its ‘Heart of the East’ 
campaign, which is focused on raising funds toward the local share of $125 million for this $560 million project. 

65“This campaign spoke to creating and celebrating the local community  
in solidarity of all of us who have been hit by the pandemic and its 
ripple-down effects. The multi-modal approach was very impactful, 
particularly highlighting grassroots efforts like the neon hearts that 
have shown up in thousands of windows in homes across Canada and 
the world, creating a sense of support for everyone as we move through 
this dark time.”

Mike Lovas

Judge’s 
Pick
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Creative Director /  
Chief Creative Officer:  
Zak Mroueh

Head of Design:  
Stephanie Yung

ACD Art Director:  
Vic Bath

ACD Writer:  
Dan Cummings

Designer: 
Jeff Watkins, Rasna Jaswal

Agency Producer:  
Laura Dubcovsky, Kathryn 
Brown

Account Team:  
Rob Feightner, Matt  
Sinuita, David Tremblay, 
Allison Diaz Mercado

Client:  
Brandon Durmann,  
Melanie Somerville

Product Design: 
Sparks Innovation

Production House: 
Zulubot  

TOUGH TURBAN
ZULU ALPHA KILO

Pfaff Harley-DavidsonToronto, 
Canada

With Turban-wearing Sikh motorcyclists exempt from helmet laws in several provinces across Canada, this 
community of riders are faced with a difficult choice between the protection offered by a helmet and the 
deep significance of a Turban to the Sikh identity. The first impact resistant turban is layered with bulletproof 
composite fabric, foam that hardens on impact and 3D printed armor to empower riders to protect themselves 
and their identity. To get the word out, a website was created to house a video profiling several Sikh riders along 
with open-sourced production files for the turban to enable manufacturers anywhere in the world to be able to 
produce the turbans in their own markets. 

67“This project strongly promotes diversity and inclusion. It further 
advocates for social change by making the design open-source and 
available to manufacturers around the world. Finding inspiration in 
ancient Sikh history and marrying that with unique materials and 
modern technology is highly creative and results in a very clever  
design solution.”

Hazel   Tenefrancia

“Love this! Really important conversation about respecting heritage and 
religion. Approach was inclusive and respectful. Overall such a great 
case study and story!”

MB

Judges’ 
Picks
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Creative Director:  
Karen Bonhomme

Designers: 
Karen Bonhomme,  
Emily Buell

Illustrators:  
Barry Doyon,  
Haley Gartner

THE CONNECTING GUIDE
1DEA DESIGN + MEDIA INC.

The Ontario Harm Reduction Distribution  
Program (OHRDP)

Kingston, 
Canada

OHDRP determined a need for a resource that would better support frontline workers by presenting best 
practices for harm reduction techniques to support safe drug use. Using feedback from frontline workers, the 
100+ page guide uses custom illustrations to grab attention while accurately showing the use of supplies. The 
guide is an accessible, reference-style format, providing step-by-step instructions that could be easily shared 
with individuals accessing harm reduction services. The edgy, bold design embraces a visual looseness without 
becoming unstructured. Clear sections ensure the content can be easily scanned and digested. A series of ten 
posters were created to match the design of the Guide and used by harm reduction programs in a wide range of 
sites and spaces. This was as part of the Public Health Canada Agency of Canada (PHAC) grant, completed by 
OHRDP in collaboration with its partner the Ontario Harm Reduction Network (OHRN). 
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Creative Director:
Jennifer Danko

Designers: 
Julie Kuhn, Adanna  
Onuekwusi 

Medical Team:  
Jody Gingrich,  
Dr. Joseph Atallah

Additional Contributions: 
Dr. Andrew Mackie,  
Brandy Brubacher 

Student Contributions: 
Hongji Zhang, Cole  
Rennie, Andy Wang

MEET YOUR HEART  
EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE
FIVEIGHT DESIGN

Stollery Children’s Hospital Pediatric  
Cardiology Program and Women and  
Children’s Health Research Institute

Edmonton,  
Canada

In May of 2019, design students in the ‘Integrated Media for Health Design’ course at the University 
of Alberta were tasked with creating visual tools that effectively communicate congenital heart 
disease (CHD) for cardiac patients at the Stollery Children’s Hospital. The deliverable is a holistic 
educational resource for teen patients to be handed out during their first meeting for transitioning 
into Adult Care. The visual system keeps blues to the left and reds to the right, honoring the way blood 
flow is conventionally represented in medicine. Soft colours and a bold illustration style help balance 
accuracy with approachability. The implementation of this system has provided an essential tool for 
helping patients become active participants in their healthcare transition planning and prolonged 
disease management. 
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Creative Director: 
Chelsea Montgomery
 
Art Director: 
Landis Doyle 

Strategist: 
Michelle Caplan 

Mobile Design: 
Hayley Barille 

Production Designer: 
Karen Collens 

Project Manager: 
Kathie Shand 

Developers: 
Dean Hibbert, 
Vian Esterhuizen 

Technology Director: 
Dave Cunnington

CLOSER TO HOME 
REBRANDING & WEBSITE
STRUT

Closer to HomeCalgary, 
Canada

After 25 years serving communities across Calgary and area, Closer to Home wanted to update their brand 
to better reflect the organization and connect with the families they support. This was achieved through a 
refined brand strategy and key messages in addition to a new logo and visual identity implemented across the 
organization’s materials and resources. The logo reimagines their original house graphic and incorporates visual 
elements representing “home” and “kin” with symbols of compassion and healing. To retain brand equity while 
differentiating from other organizations, the design includes updated hues and a combination of structured 
and organic shapes to represent unity, inclusivity, diversity, family and community. The updated brand has been 
very well received and the updated website has increased efficiency and ease of use for engagement, program 
registration and donation processing. 
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Experiential  
Graphic Designer:  
Bethany Foss

Practice Leader: 
Erin Nybo

Architect: 
Claire Campbell

Interior Designer: 
Emma Mais

Project Managers: 
Kristen Harrelson, 
Emily Payne

Principal in Charge: 
Peter Sloan

Video: 
Empowered Electric

Photography: 
Michael Robinson

Fabricator: 
Star Signs, Stobbe  
Design (Donor Wall), 
Midtown Signs (Bear)

Contractor: 
Centric

THE CHILDREN'S PLACE
EXPERIENCE DESIGN
HOK

The Children's PlaceKansas City, 
United States

The Children’s Place needed a space that could fulfill a range of services from early-childhood 
education classrooms and clinical counseling to motor rooms and an outdoor playground. Working as 
a fully integrated design team, the renovation of an unused church building and a brand refresh for 
the non-profit began in 2018. The brand refresh uses playful colours, warm language and recognizable 
graphic elements strategically chosen to communicate a message of welcome and hope. Hand-
painted murals and simple brand elements such as bright colours and iconography of teddy bears, 
hearts, and rainbows, encourage a sense of play and belonging. Design elements have been carried 
through in exciting fundraising campaign themes that continue to help raise financial support to cover 
the daily costs of running The Children’s Place. 
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Account Director:  
Matthew Gresiuk

Creative Director:  
Jordan Bloemen

Graphic Designer/ 
Illustrator: 
Paul Twa Prov. RGD

STOLLERY: TOMORROW & TODAY 
CAMPAIGN
STICKS & STONES

Stollery Children’s Hospital FoundationEdmonton, 
Canada

To communicate the need for the Stollery Children’s Hospital to have its own stand alone hospital to serve 
Northern Alberta, this campaign needed to educate the general public on the current challenges and influence 
key decision makers who would be able to impact provincial funding. The logo visualizes the journey from past 
to present to future, using an ampersand as the throughline for the journey. The gradient line is infinite and can 
be extended to describe Stollery’s history and goals for the future. Illustrations were developed to be flexible 
and modular, communicating an optimistic spirit while maintaining sensitivity to serious challenges. Social 
media content has been shared widely to reach the general public in Alberta, and a landing page has been 
created for individuals to sign up for email updates on the campaign as support continues. 
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Chief Creative Officer: 
Paul Haft

Associate Creative 
Director: 
Mike Kwan RGD

Designer: 
Marsha Venkatarangam

Developer: 
Ever Hobbes

Illustrators: 
Daria Domnikova, Emily 
Eldridge, Genie Espinosa, 
Stefano Marra

WORLD OVARIAN CANCER  
DAY 2021 CAMPAIGN
HAFT2

World Ovarian Cancer CoalitionToronto,  
Canada

In its ninth year, the 2021 campaign challenge for World Ovarian Cancer Day (WOCD) was to engage 
and increase global ovarian cancer awareness and issue a call to action for all those committed 
to improving survival and quality of life for women with ovarian cancer. Messaging focused on 
information around the power of Rapid Diagnosis and the opportunity to highlight positivity and 
progress to help move away from the pervasive idea that ovarian cancer is untreatable. The campaign 
required an interactive website to engage participants with customizable social media panels 
and templated posts to make it as easy as possible for users to access, create and share. Four 
international artists were commissioned to illustrate the theme “Powerful Together”. The awareness 
campaign reached over 18 million people with supporters from 45 different countries taking part  
in 41 different languages. 
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Creative Directors: 
Kaila Jacques, 
Jay Wall RGD

Strategists: 
Rodrigo Calderon, 
Rachel Segal

Designers: 
Mariah Meawasige, 
Adam Bischoff, 
Ben Groulx 

Beadwork Artist: 
Brittnay Gauthier 

Web Developer:
Wayne Pelletier

Indigenous Advisor: 
James Delorme

Project Manager: 
Maria Villota

FOOD IS OUR MEDICINE 
LEARNING SERIES
RALLYRALLY  X BRITEWEB

Nourish LeadershipVancouver / Toronto, 
Canada

“Food is Our Medicine” is an action learning series designed to introduce health care professionals to the 
relationship between food and well-being, highlighting important connections to culture, knowledge, healing 
and more. The online journey consists of learning modules, readings, videos, resources and reflection prompts, 
with a supporting campaign to help encourage individuals to engage with the content. The visual motif is an 
interpretation of traditional beadwork prominent in many Indigenous cultures. Graphics feature illustrations of 
traditional foods representing the four seasons, and circular patterns suggesting the ripple effects of changes 
within large systems. Across Canada, 900+ individuals from 400+ organizations have signed up for the course, 
committing to learn about Indigenous foodways and to take action in health care.
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Creative Director: 
Tyson Hynes

Director of Products  
& Environments: 
Gord Morrison

Art Director: 
Sara Panchaud

QUARANTINE ADVENT 
CALENDAR
DISTRICT DESIGN CO.

Mental Health Foundation 
of Nova Scotia

Halifax,  
Canada

The Quarantine Advent Calendar was created to address the impact of isolation on mental health and 
wellness during the holiday season and brighten the spirits of individuals coming home to Atlantic 
Canada facing mandatory two week quarantines, while also raising funds for the Mental Health 
Foundation of Nova Scotia. Minimalist design combined with quirky headlines help countdown to the 
end of the 14-day quarantine period, with morsels of sarcasm and dark humor hidden behind each 
perforated window. The calendars generated media coverage across Atlantic Canada and were sold in 
local independent retail stores, with all revenue donated in support of mental health – not to mention 
adding a little much-needed fun to the long tedious days of quarantine!
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Design: 
C&G Partners, 
Potion Design

DREAMS WALL & MEMORY KOI:  
A SET OF DIGITAL EXPERIENCES
C&G PARTNERS

Memorial Sloan Kettering 
Cancer Center

New York, 
United States

Two digital installations were created in response to recent medical studies demonstrating that art and nature 
can be used to create “positive distractions” to improve clinical outcomes by reducing stress in patients and 
caregivers.‘The Dreams Wall’ is an artistic digital experience of constantly changing naturalistic phenomena. 
‘Memory Koi’ is structured as a continuous pool with virtual fish that feed, swim under plants, magically 
transform, and deliver messages of encouragement to patients. Custom artwork depicts traditional elements  
of tranquility: bonsai, butterflies and koi. Both digital installations gently alternate seasonally, matching pace 
with natural rhythms. The effect is deliberately meditative and atmospheric so that it can be viewed for one 
minute or one hundred.

STUDENTS

Judges' 
Picks

This category recognizes student design projects 
that support and raise awareness for social good- 
related causes and campaigns.

Winners

My Name, My History Campaign
Kathrin Teh Student RGD

BLOC Finance Branding
Annika McFarlane Student RGD,  
Rocio Palomar Robisco Student RGD,  
Coralie Mayer Student RGD

Shifting Minds Collective Branding
Riley Ryan Rose Park Student RGD

Welcoming Embrace Campaign 
Mikaela Johnson Student RGD

Revolv: Product Traceability App 
Joyce Chan Student RGD

Days Without Campaign 
Atrin Yazdani-Biuki Student RGD

móytel
Indigenous Language Learning App
Marko Jones Student RGD
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MY NAME, MY HISTORY CAMPAIGN
KATHRIN TEH STUDENT RGD

Capilano University
Instructor: Tom Duguid

Vancouver, 
Canada

This campaign is designed to encourage more Indigenous people to embrace and reclaim their traditional names 
and function as a platform for individuals to share their stories and spark change in government laws regarding 
the naming process in Canada. Bus shelter posters were chosen for the execution as an effective channel for 
reaching the general public, along with a guerilla marketing campaign to help drive traffic via social media. 
The concept uses the design of a “hello my name is” sticker, with handwritten names adding a personal touch. 
The campaign is aimed toward Canadians who are unaware of the erasure of Indigenous names and the stories 
behind them. Familiar imagery combined with an intriguing message helps capture the public’s attention. 

79“With campaigns that strive to make a social impact, the more specific 
not only the cause, but the intended audience, the better. This campaign 
really stands out to me, not only for its beautiful visuals, but its ability  
to speak directly to the people it aims to impact. Congrats on an 
excellent project!”

Matthew Manos

Judge’s 
Pick
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BLOC FINANCE BRANDING
ANNIKA MCFARLANE STUDENT RGD, ROCIO PALOMAR  
ROBISCO STUDENT RGD, CORALIE MAYER STUDENT RGD

Capilano University
Instructor: Christina Lee Kim Koon

Vancouver, 
Canada

BLOC is a digital wallet that allows undocumented immigrants to budget, save, and make payments and peer-
to-peer transactions from any location. As a UN-backed resource, it also provides direct access to humanitarian 
financial aid. Each screen within the app is designed with the users' needs in mind and includes language 
translation and currency exchange features. BLOC’s service is centered around accessibility: Valid ID from 
any country is accepted to create an account, and the structured, high contrast interface makes for a painless 
navigation experience. BLOC opens the door to higher socioeconomic standing and a smoother integration into 
a new home.

“Whether a supporter 
of blockchain 
technology or not, 
this design identifies 
a very specific issue 
that newcomers 
face and proposes 
a unique solution. 
Fresh thinking and 
attention to detail 
wins the day.”

Wendy Gray RGD

Judge’s 
Pick

81SHIFTING MINDS COLLECTIVE
BRANDING
RILEY RYAN ROSE PARK STUDENT RGD

Wilson School of Design
Instructor: John Belisle

Surrey, 
Canada

The corporate branding and visual identity for a streamlined hub for Diversity, Equity and Inclusion 
training required design that would be simple and clear to avoid detracting from the organization’s 
content. Clear key messages achieve direct communication for the cause: “Shift Your Paradigm”, “Do 
Better, Be Better”, “When Community Calls, Answer.” The design achieves a balance between a playful 
tone and a serious message, using branded colours and an illustrative approach to balance type and 
imagery. Promotional wearables are designed to be purchased by supporters to drive revenue for the 
organization, with pins featuring pronouns to inspire inclusivity during workplace events. A transit 
advertising campaign uses minimal, eye-catching design for people to read quickly during their commute.
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WELCOMING EMBRACE 
CAMPAIGN
MIKAELA JOHNSON STUDENT RGD

Capilano University
Instructors: Tom Duguid & Lisa Boersma

Vancouver, 
Canada

To help provide a stable support system for newcomers to Canada within the most vulnerable time 
of their transition to Canada (the first 6-12 months), “Welcoming Embrace” connects individuals with 
mentorship and community resources. Beginning with touchpoints at the YVR airport, newcomers 
receive care packages delivered to their door the next day. These care packages contain items 
sponsored by Canadian companies. A booklet in the care package uses illustrations to avoid language 
barriers and prompts users to download an app, which evaluates individuals to be paired up with relevant 
mentorship groups. The app also features opportunities to connect with local community groups for 
social activities and networking. This personalized process uplifts newcomers and builds  
a strong foundation for their new life in Canada from day one.

83REVOLV: PRODUCT 
TRACEABILITY APP
JOYCE CHAN STUDENT RGD

Capilano University
Instructor: Judy Snaydon 

Vancouver, 
Canada

To teach consumers about the social and environmental impact of their purchases, the Revolv 
app invites users to scan a product’s barcode to see a list of impacts including carbon emission, 
sustainability sourcing, fair labor and supply chain traceability. The app is intended to help people 
align their purchases with their values and to challenge brands to work towards more transparency 
in their production chains, to keep both business and customers accountable and reduce future 
economic, environmental and social costs. When a product does not align with the user’s values, the 
detail page provides information to help that user identify alternative recommendations. The visual 
system uses a photo collage to achieve a vibrant, human-focused impact. 
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DAYS WITHOUT CAMPAIGN
ATRIN YAZDANI-BIUKI STUDENT RGD

Capilano University
Instructors: Vida Jurcic RGD & Patrick Cotter

Burnaby, 
Canada

This campaign is designed to highlight how living on the streets looks and feels, using everyday objects to 
illustrate the significance of their absence from people’s lives. The use of tallies creates a trapped feeling and 
conveys a sense of urgency. Personal photography taken in some of the most vulnerable alleyways in Downtown 
Vancouver show the real conditions in which people are living in. In addition to direct mail and bus shelter 
posters, the campaign uses newspaper advertising and stickers placed on objects throughout the city to reach 
viewers on a personal level through every touchpoint. By raising awareness of the problem of homelessness, 
the goal of the campaign is to encourage people to donate time and money to make a difference, and increase 
awareness for Lookout Society. 

85MÓYTEL ― INDIGENOUS  
LANGUAGE LEARNING APP
MARKO JONES STUDENT RGD

Vancouver, 
Canada

“móytel” translates to “help each other” in Halq’eméylem, which represents the goal of the project. 
The language learning app for Indigenous teens starts with basic words to encourage engagement. 
An additional feature displays the regions where each Indigenous language is spoken and invites 
users to view languages spoken in their location. Visually displaying the borders of each language 
helps represent the complexity and connection of the different regions. The fingerprint is a symbol 
representing the discovery of one’s identity and culture, combined with the location symbol to reflect 
that each language has a home. 

Capilano University



SUSTAIN-
ABILITY,
ECOLOGY &
CLIMATE

Judges’ 
Picks Paper or Plastic? Video 

Office of Sarah

Carbon-Negative Bus Campaign
Context Creative

2022 So(cial) Good Design Awards

This category recognizes design projects that  
focus on environmental conservation, improvement 
of the state of the environment and the conditions  
of all living things.
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Winners Grass Carp Awareness Video 
Design de Plume

Natural Burial Association Brand Launch
Gravity Inc.

Wildlife Falling Videos 
ON THE CHASE! Motion Design

Bold Climate Action Needed Campaign
Hangar 18 Design Continuum

Unusually Good Brand & Packaging
Crew Food & Beverage Marketing Partners

Becoming Refugees on Our Homeland  
Crisis Sheet Series
Ellena Ekarahendy

Sustainable Coffee Packaging
Backcountry Branding

Goodside App & Climate Change 
Education Platform
RBC Ventures
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Art: 
Sarah Jackson RGD

Motion: 
Aaron Pedersen

Build/Engineering: 
Adrien Veczan

Camera Op: 
Eric Beliveau

Voiceover: 
Julian Faid

PAPER OR PLASTIC? VIDEO
OFFICE OF SARAH

Canopy PlanetEdmonton, 
Canada

To support Canopy Planet’s #Pack4Good campaign, a 60-second shareable story helps raise awareness of 
the implications of single-use packaging and the false dichotomy between “paper or plastic”. A physical Rube 
Goldberg machine helps illustrate how paper and plastic manufacturing processes are connected, and the 
cascading domino effect that negatively impacts the planet. The machine was built in-studio using recycled, 
reused and discarded items, with a process that required many sketch explorations, storyboarding sessions and 
back and forth edits to consider the flow of the narrative. This project won a 2021 Gold Davey Award (for Green 
& Environmentally Friendly Online Film & Video) and a Gold MarCom Award for Social Media Video.

89“This project not only connects the dots but does so in a way that 
is engaging and educational. The clever use of waste components 
further communicates the effort to do better for our environment. The 
project exemplifies the innovative communication approaches needed 
to engage core concepts with audiences, taking complex issues and 
making them palatable. Left with a sense of urgency, I’d like to see this 
project morph into solutions.”

Valerie Elliott CGD, FGDC, CERT PR

“I really appreciate the concept, handmade quality and passion which 
went into this project.”

Christina Rüegg Grässli

Judges’ 
Picks
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Design:
Context Creative

ENBRIDGE GA S    |   Social media carousel

ENBRIDGE GA S    |   Google responsive display ads

CARBON-NEGATIVE BUS 
CAMPAIGN
CONTEXT CREATIVE

Enbridge Gas Inc.Toronto, 
Canada

An eye-catching bus wrap and an integrated marketing campaign help raise awareness about Renewable 
Natural Gas (RNG) and the potential it offers for municipalities to fight climate change and reduce emissions. 
Designed with a bright, colourful palette, the bus wrap stands out against the concrete backgrounds of busy 
streetscapes, inviting the public to learn more. The artwork includes engaging illustrations—banana peels, 
apple cores and recognizable green bins—to reinforce the message the bus runs on fuel produced from organic 
waste. Custom photography of the bus was leveraged across the marketing campaign including Google search 
and display ads, social media and sponsored content in trade publications.

91

ENBRIDGE GA S    |   Bus wrap

ENBRIDGE GA S    |   Bus wrap

“The project is unique in the sense that the work is a mobile urban 
intervention, raising awareness while also demonstrating a successful 
case example.”

Pinar Guvenc

Judge’s 
Pick
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Graphic Designers:
Davide Dorigo Prov. RGD,
Lauren Polchies

GRASS CARP AWARENESS  
VIDEO
DESIGN DE PLUME

Invasive Species CentreSudbury, 
Canada

An animated video was created for the Invasive Species Centre on how to protect our Great Lakes from invasive 
grass carps. The video was shared across YouTube, social media and Bell Fibe TV. Realistic scientific images of 
Asian carp species were created and shared across an array of materials to properly identify the invasive fish. 
These images were included in the video along with instructions on “how to spot a grass carp” and clear steps 
on what to do next and how to report it. Using illustrations and animations, the video features relevant topics in 
quick sequence to visually emphasize the ecological and socio-economic impact of invasive carps. 
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Creative Director: 
Wendy Gray RGD

Art Director: 
Emerald Lee RGD

Designers: 
Laura McInnis Prov. RGD, 
Hana Lee Prov. RGD,  
Grace Laemmler Prov. RGD, 
Vicky Tong Prov. RGD

Project Manager: 
Kellie Hadjidimitriou 

NATURAL BURIAL  
ASSOCIATION BRAND LAUNCH
GRAVITY INC.

Natural Burial AssociationToronto,  
Canada

There are hundreds of natural burial grounds in the US and UK yet Ontario only has a handful of  
small natural burial grounds attached to conventional cemeteries. Not many people know about them. 
Everyone in Ontario deserves the opportunity for an eco-friendly burial option, one which leaves a 
legacy of nature for future generations. We created a warm and contemporary brand with bold and 
edgy marketing material to encourage dialogue and action. The Natural Burial Association is now 
attracting attention and support from well-known Canadians, citizens and policy makers across the 
country. The professional branding, continuous flow of creative assets and thought provoking social 
media and promotional videos are all helping to grow this new organization at the pace it needs to 
curb the damage being done to the environment through conventional burials.
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Concept, Design &  
Animation: 
Julian Brown RGD

WILDLIFE FALLING VIDEOS
ON THE CHASE! MOTION DESIGN

WWF CanadaToronto, 
Canada

To support a new report chronicling 50 years of wildlife decline in Canada, WWF needed an educational 
video that would drive action among viewers. Four short :20 sec animations with attention-grabbing openings 
represent the idea that wildlife statistics are literally “dropping off”. The vertical video is produced specifically 
for a seamless fit into social media feeds, posing as two different widescreen videos breaking ‘the fourth wall’ 
on Instagram and Facebook. As animals start to tumble from one video frame over the UI and down into the 
other video frame, it grabs the viewer’s attention. After the initial trick is revealed, the video settles into a more 
traditional approach with beautiful wildlife photography and a call to action. Bold colours and vector silhouettes 
help differentiate the look from other WWF campaigns and materials.
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Creative Direction:
Dean Ponto, Zoe Grams

Design Director & 
Designer: 
Vida Jurcic RGD

Designer: 
Samantha Mayes

Project Manager: 
Cassidy Le Troy

BOLD CLIMATE ACTION 
NEEDED CAMPAIGN
HANGAR 18 DESIGN CONTINUUM

City of VancouverVancouver,  
Canada

This campaign was developed as a conversation-starter to motivate citizens to reflect on behavior 
that contributes to climate change and take positive steps to influence civic and corporate decisions 
to enact change. Multiple touch points were used to bring forward the “truth” about climate change, 
including photography, social media, transit advertising, web content and an educational board game 
for community group facilitation in addition to branded apparel for volunteers and City staff. The 
campaign was successful in motivating dialogue through social engagement and protest marches  
in front of City Hall.
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Chief Creative Officer: 
Gerald Schoenhoff

Associate Creative 
Director: 
Daniel Ryu

Writer: 
Nicholas Schembri

Production Designer: 
Cliff Borromeo

Account Manager: 
Josh Cairns

Photographer: 
Merzetti Studios, 
Nick Merzetti

UNUSUALLY GOOD  
BRAND & PACKAGING
CREW FOOD & BEVERAGE MARKETING PARTNERS

Unusually GoodVancouver, 
Canada

A new name, brand and package design was required to help Fruit Snaps evolve their business to meet growing 
demand. As a crowded commodity category where price drives purchase decisions, the brand story needed 
to stand out from other mass juice producers and appeal to the target audience of moms looking to buy food 
grown closer to home. The new name also needed to work for future products and connect the juice brand with 
the existing Apple Chips school product. The look and feel disrupts the “usual” products in the juice aisle, using 
bold, playful, perfectly imperfect apple characters. The unusual wordmark uses a custom typeface to embody 
an organic flow and whimsical personality. Vibrant, punchy colours demand attention and elicit a sense of taste 
and connection. 
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Art Direction & 
Graphic Design: 
Ellena Ekarahendy

Coordination, Research, 
and Content Writing: 
JATAM

BECOMING REFUGEES  
ON OUR HOMELAND SERIES
ELLENA EKARAHENDY

JATAM (Indonesia Mining 
Advocacy Network)

Jakarta Greater Area, 
Indonesia

Combining bulk data and important narrative elements, this series was initiated as a campaign tool for 
JATAM to show how elections in Indonesia have been corrupt platforms that do nothing but preserve 
harms, especially for people who live outside the capital city whose struggles have been overlooked. 
Designed to be used by a grassroots organization commonly facing physical threats, the foldable 
crisis sheet was designed to be easy for campaigners to carry in their pockets. Four double-sided 
sheets can work as a set or be used individually, each providing summaries of crises in different areas 
to help build understanding of common struggles. 
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Creative Direction & 
Design:
Jon Allison RGD

SUSTAINABLE COFFEE PACKAGING
BACKCOUNTRY BRANDING

Galloping Goose Coffee RoastersKingston, 
Canada

Galloping Goose started their micro-roastery with a vision to champion farmers and reduce the impact on the 
environment without compromising taste. They are committed to better pay for farmers, incentivizing less water 
during processing, and using fully recyclable aluminum cans for packaging. They needed help to build their 
brand, create their identity, and design their packaging. The modular packaging design utilizes a consistent 
base label plus a roast label to divide coffees into three categories, single origin, blends, and espresso, each 
with a unique illustration. Single origin coffees are named and colour-coded based on the place of origin. The 
back of the can highlights how the sourcing, processing and packaging benefit farmers and the environment.
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Creative Director: 
Victoria Beretta Prov. RGD

Marketing Lead: 
Michael Irvine

Designers: 
Jen Zhang, Jess Atkinson, 
Peter Min Sub Lee

Illustrator: 
Sam Bullis

Content & Social: 
Kate Standing

Full-Stack Engineers: 
Nikunj Varshney, Michael 
Zadra, Gabriel Adeyemo 

Data & Model: 
Rehan Zafar, 
Malcolm Cameron

GOODSIDE APP & CLIMATE  
EDUCATION PLATFORM 
RBC VENTURES

Goodside (RBC Ventures)Toronto, 
Canada

The platform is designed to demystify an individual’s impact on the environment and empower users to 
take climate action through small, achievable changes to their everyday lives. The ‘M.O.R.E.’ ecosystem 
is built around four pillars: Measure, Offset, Reduce and Educate (yourself and others). App users 
can see a breakdown of their estimated carbon footprint based on their spending, to “lift the hood” 
on where their emissions are coming from. The app offers a marketplace of sustainable brands in 
addition to the option to purchase carbon offsets and access to climate-related news and content. 
Users can track how their carbon footprint changes over time—illustrating the real-world influence 
their choices have on the environment, and enabling large societal shifts through their collective action.
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CROSS-
CATEGORY

Judges’ 
Picks Roots to Harvest Annual Report 

Pulp + Paper Creative

TakeMeHome.org
Mangold Design

This category recognizes design projects with broad 
impact that bridge multiple realms of social good.
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Winners Social Innovation Through 
Interdisciplinary Design 
IED Istituto Europeo di Design

BC Women’s Health Foundation 
Rebrand
Partners & Hawes 

CTRL+ALT+DEL KBGO! 
Pocket Book 
PurpleCode Collective



Design & Illustration:
Heather Cranston

Risograph Printing: 
Colour Code Printing

ROOTS TO HARVEST ANNUAL 
REPORT
PULP + PAPER CREATIVE

Roots to HarvestThunder Bay, 
Canada

Local not-for-profit Roots to Harvest created a brand that walks a fine line between grassroots and professional. 
With regular programming on hold during the COVID-19 pandemic, the organization shifted to emergency 
food access and required an updated annual report to incorporate additional assets and information for an 
unprecedented year. The genuine, authentic, tactile design appeals to supporters and funders in a laid back, 
‘messy in a good way’ format, presenting content in a way they’ll want to share with friends. 
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103“This stunning and innovative annual report design uses a tried and true 
approach of strong typography, clever iconography, clear writing, and 
best of all, ink and paper! The final piece is not only highly useful but it 
is heartfelt and hearty. A telling and timely model for a not-for-profit 
addressing food insecurity in its community.”

Andrew Boardman RGD, CGD

Judge's 
Pick
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UI/UX Design:
Annabel Mangold

Development:
Christie Wood, Joshua 
Primero, Ehb Teng

Co-founder & Director  
of BHOC: Jen Hecht 

Assoc. Director of BHOC:
Emmett Patterson

TAKEMEHOME.ORG
MANGOLD DESIGN

Building Healthy Online Communities,  
based at Springboard HealthLab

Napa,  
United States

This program is designed to provide free HIV/STI home test kits delivered securely and discreetly from state and 
local health departments to their constituents. Focusing on bridging gaps in sexual health for Men who have 
sex with Men (MSM) and others at risk, the design was informed by a poll of users of the gay dating app Grindr, 
who favoured bold text, bright colours and black and white photography as key pillars for the visual approach. 
The program is promoted through dating apps and via public health agencies who can include the link with other 
health promotion materials. The pilot of the web app in early 2021 was such a success, the site was restructured 
to add lab-based tests along with a secure user portal where users can access their results, in addition to 
making it accessible to Spanish-speaking users.

105“Brilliant!! Clever! Audacious! Informative! A really light design for such  
a dense subject.”

Guto Novelli

Judge's 
Pick
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Text: 
Eliane Weizmann and 
Fabio Silveira

Video: 
Fábio Ranzani de Paiva

SOCIAL INNOVATION THROUGH  
INTERDISCIPLINARY DESIGN 
IED ISTITUTO EUROPEO DI DESIGN

IED and OCAS ProjectSão Paulo, 
Brazil

In 2020, the fourth semester class of the Bachelor’s Degree in Graphic and Digital Design at the Istituto Europeo 
di Design (IED SP) developed an interdisciplinary project whose theme was the social vulnerability of individuals 
who are homeless in the city of São Paulo, in partnership with the Social Institution OCAS (Civil Organization for 
Social Action). Content was executed across a variety of media including print and digital editorial publications, 
videos, animations and a crowdfunding campaign. To help bring society together in a broader discussion of 
the issue of homelessness, content was shared across social media and through partnerships with relevant 
companies and organizations.
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Creative Directors: 
Gae Wakabayashi, 
Taya Hawes-Puiu 

Strategy: 
Taya Hawes-Puiu, 
Joanne Turner 

Designer: 
Amanda Froese 

Account Director: 
Shirley Lai 

Producer: 
April Haffenden

Photography: 
Lindsay Siu 

BC WOMEN’S HEALTH 
FOUNDATION REBRAND 
PARTNERS & HAWES 

BC Women's Health FoundationVancouver, 
Canada

To raise brand awareness and address the challenges of lagging donations and confusion with other, 
larger hospital foundations, the BCWHF required a brand that would strengthen the organization’s 
position on the world stage. The communication strategy triggers a strong emotional connection to 
prompt immediate and sustained action and help “break the glass ceiling on women’s health”. The 
brand strategy focuses on the message of empowerment through refinements of the current logo, 
typography, tone and colour palette across all relevant applications. Bold headlines, expressive 
photography and graphic treatments to evoke the idea of shifting from ‘invisible’ to ‘invincible’ helped 
underscore the message. Post launch, the foundation had its highest disbursement in its 26 year 
history with an overwhelming community response. 
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Initiative, Research &
Writing: 
PurpleCode Collective

Art Direction &  
Graphic Design: 
Ellena Ekarahendy

Icons: 
1-bit Icon by ThePolovinkin

CTRL+ALT+DEL KBGO! 
POCKET BOOK
PURPLECODE COLLECTIVE

PurpleCode CollectiveJakarta Greater Area, 
Indonesia

This pocketbook provides a source of knowledge, a catalyst for discussion and a resource on basic guidelines 
for understanding Online Gender Based Violence (OGBV). It is designed to be relevant for those who seek 
help themselves, individuals who look to provide help to survivors and for wider audiences who can provide 
solidarity in working towards a feminist approach to online interactions. The visual design uses a digital 
interface appearance to emphasize the ubiquity of digital technology and how it can be leveraged for good. This 
book is one step in the long road of advocacy for feminist technology, intended to encourage more groups to 
understand this form of violence and take action against it. 
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posterdisplay.com | design@posterdisplay.com | 1 866 582 5755Poster Display

Accessorize me!Accessorize me!

A division of

Powerful LED Lamp
High efficiency 110V-9W 
LED light. Includes daisy-
chain cable and snap-on 
clip. Natural white.

Discover the full line up in 
the accessories section at 
posterdisplay.com

Make your audience 
love your message
with eco-conscious 
displays and an elegant 
line of accessories

1

1

Brochure Holder
Available in 4 sizes, they 
connect to frames, floor 
stands or image walls.

2
2

Oval Base
Lightweight and elegant 
oval base to provide a high 
level of stability, and a trip-
free experience.

3

3
Cougar® is the quintessential premium paper for connecting ideas to people 

through design. With options including three finishes, two colors, heavyweights, 
digital sizes and complementary envelopes, Cougar stands alone to brilliantly 
serve projects on multiple platforms. Celebrate fifty years of Cougar with us

and set your passion for print on the prowl.

paper.domtar.com



TYPESETTING
Multilingual formatting. 
MS Word and PowerPoint templates.

PRINTING
Short-run digital,
commercial off set, 
large-format plotters.

PROOFREADING
Renowned proofreading and  copyediting. 

IMAGE WORK
Colour correction and retouching.

moveable.com

Renowned proofreading and  Renowned proofreading and  copyediting. 

Way to
Go(od)!
You inspire us.

Briteweb and RallyRally congratulate all of this year’s 

RGD So(cial) Good Design Award winners. We’re proud to 

be a part of this community of brilliant creatives partnering 

with worthy causes, pushing for necessary change.

Learn more about working with Briteweb. briteweb.com            
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SO GOOD



An international design competition, the 
So(cial) Good Design Awards celebrate design’s 
undeniable power to incite meaningful action 
and make positive change. The Association of 
Registered Graphic Designers (RGD) invited 
designers from around the world to consider 
what ‘social good’ truly means and to submit 
communication design projects that champion 
causes across a range of categories. Here are 
the winning projects for 2022.

rgd.ca/sogood


